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WARM WEATHER OF ■ late Indian Summer hat made thia autumn a very pleasant one. Many University of Montana
students have been spending the afternoons engaged In sports activities or studying outside. Here an unidentified
couple lolls in the leaves behind the mathematics building. (Montana Kalmln photo by Craig Haley)

PB hears history of printing problems
Publications Board (PB) last night
explored the historical and legal
aspects of the dispute between the
Montana Kaimin and the University
Print Shop over alleged overcharges
for printing of the Kaimin.
Board members asked Ed Dugan,
professor of journalism and Kaimin
adviser since 1937, to clarify some of
the issues involved in the dispute.
Dugan said he had “chided'' Al
Madison, print shop director, in the
past about the high cost per page of
printing the Kaimin.

Madison always replied that costs
were high because the Kaimin
operated with “hot-type," a more ex
pensive process than modern offset,
o r “cold-type" printing, Dugan said.
The print shop employs union labor,
which also increases costs, Madison
told Dugan.
Dugan said he became concerned
when costs did not decrease when
the Kaimin switched to the cheaper,
cold-type method in 1970. According
to Kaimin editor Bill Owen, the cost
per page increased $5 from 1969 to
1970.

PB is now awaiting for explanations
about these and other matters.
Madison said he will present a report
to the board next Tuesday.
PB postponed the appointment of a
permanent business manager for the
Kaimin until next week because Dave
Clark, one of three applicants for the
position, was not informed of last
night's meeting.
The board will have to appoint
another business manager at the end
of Fall Quarter, who will continue for
one year.

Washington
AP
U.S. military forces were ordered to
worldwide alert yesterday morning
in what Secretary of State Henry Kis
singer called a precautionary
method prompted by the uncertainty
of possible Soviet intervention in the
Middle East crisis.

will exclude the five major powers:
the United States, the Soviet Union,
China, Britain and France.

"We do not consider ourselves in a
confrontation
with the Soviet
Union," Kissinger said in a nationally
te le v is e d
n ew s
c o n fe re n c e
yesterday. “We do not believe at this
time it is necessary to have a con
frontation.”

Fulbright, chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, said a
Soviet note to President Nixon on the
Arab-Israeli conflict apparently was
couched in urgent terms, "but from
what I know, it was not threatening."

In a word of caution, Kissinger said
the United States and the Soviet
Union have nuclear powers capable
of annihilating mankind and must
keep their confrontations within
bounds that do not threaten
civilization.
"We are at one and the same time
adversaries and partners in peace,”
he said.

Sen. J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark., said
yesterday that he doubted that the
administration's alert of U.S. forces
was justified by the Middle East
developments.

He said he had felt since a White
House briefing yesterday morning
that the situation was not one of
crisis and that this feeling was borne
out later in the day when the Security
Council approved the peace-keep
ing force that excluded the big
powers.
During the news conference Kis
singer denied that the White House
was “ playing with the lives of the
American people” and rejected any
suggestion that yesterday's Mideast
developments were staged to
obscure the still-boiling Watergate
affair.

Poll shows law students want Nixon out

The United Nations Security Council
later voted 14 to 0 to send a U.N.
emergency force to the Middle East
to police the cease-fire. The force

A poll conducted Wednesday
afternoon shows that most students
in the University of Montana law
school support the resignation or
impeachment of President Richard
Nixon.

Students dropping classes
may be eligible for refunds

Law schools throughout the nation
are taking the polls, and the in
formation will be sent to the Law
Student Division of the American Bar
Association.
Law school students were asked to
rate in order of their preferences four
alternatives—impeachment of the
President, resignation, no action, or
support. 164 students took part.
Eighty-five students, or almost 52 per
cent of those voting, wanted the
President to resign as their first
choice. Forty-nine students, almost
30 per cent, favored impeachment.
Almost all of the people who voted
for impeachment o r resignation
favored the other as their second
preference.

Twenty-four students favored taking
no action, and 6 supported the
President.
The Montana Student Bar As
sociation (MSBA), made up of law
school members, had passed a
resolution Tuesday morning asking
th e M o n ta n a c o n g re s s io n a l
delegation to begin impeachment
proceedings if Nixon did not resign.

At that time, Gary Spaeth, MSBA
president, said he would not send the
request unless the poll showed the
sentiments of the students had not
changed because of N ixo n 's
decision to release Watergaterelated tape recordings.
After seeing the results of the poll,
Spaeth said he would mail the
resolution Wednesday afternoon.

Fire in TA ’s home results in drug bust
Edward Mallom, teaching assistant
in philosophy at the University of
Montana, appeared in the justice
cou rt of J. G. Lamoreux yesterday on
a charge of possession of dangerous
drugs, a felony.

basement of the one-story house
Wednesday night.

Missoula city firemen discovered a
large amount of marijuana in
Mallom’s home while investigating
the cause of a fire that gutted the

The fire started in the basement and
caused extensive smoke damage to
the upper part of the house, located
at 517 N. Third St.

Mallom, who posted a $250 bond, is
to appear Nov. 2 to answer the
charge.

S o u th raps CB d e le g a te rudeness
The “one-man show” of Garry South,
ASUM president, and the “ rudeness"
of Central Board have aroused disac
cord in ASUM.
Before adjournment of the CB meet
ing Wednesday South aired his
disapproval of “ rude" CB delegates
who left unexcused before the meet
ing was over.
CB delegates were alarmed earlier in
the meeting when South attempted
to make four appointments to
positions open on CB without
allegedly giving equal consideration
to all applicants.
Mike McGinley and Dave Weingartner, on-campus delegates,
said all applicants should be given
equal consideration.
McGinley moved that South must
interview all applicants for CB
positions before CB approves the ap
pointments. The motion carried.
South said that equal consideration
was given to all applicants. “ I didn't
interview anyone," he said.
South

contends

that

his

ap-

pointments should be based on
qualifications, not the personal ideas
he would hear in an interview.
South said the qualifications of the
applicants could be obtained from
the applications. “ I'll interview all the
applicants,” South said, “ but I’m go
ing to appoint the same ones.”
Some CB delegates who wish to
remain anonymous, want a com
mittee to review the applications for
CB appointments. One delegate said
yesterday “we endorsed a petition
Wednesday to impeach Nixon
because he's running a one-man
show. That’s exactly what Garry’s
doing."
The CB by-laws establish that any
delegate who can’t finish his term on
CB “shall be replaced by the ASUM
president subject to the approval of
Central Board."
Later in the meeting several CB
delegates and the two faculty ad
visors left before adjournment.
South expressed his disapproval of
the early exits by threatening

impeachment action for persistant
unexcused absences.
According to South, the by-laws
state CB members can be impeached
after three unexcused absences at
CB meetings. Delegates must be ex
cused by the ASUM president.
South said delegates leaving the
meetingsearly were rude “ not only to
the chair, but to the students waiting
in the audience for their proposals to
be heard."
Yesterday McGinley, one of the
delegates who left early, said he was
"sick of listening" to the meeting.
Robert Fields, professor of geology
and CB faculty advisor also left the
meeting early. Fields said he had an
exam to prepare and had to leave
early.
“ It's the first time I've done that,"
Fields said, but “the meeting was
dragging on . . . there was a lot of
wasted effort." The meeting lasted
three hours.
South will discuss the matter at CB
Wednesday.

Some students who have dropped
courses this quarter are entitled to
refunds as a result of a new student
fee system.

of $182.03. The student decides to
drop to 15 credits and is now ex
pected to pay the fee of $162.60,
which is $19.33 less.

A cco rd in g to B ill Cushm an,
treasurer and assistant controller of
the business office, the system,
which went into effect starting this
quarter, assigns a separate fee for
each amount of credit hours being
taken. The exception exists when a
student takes anywhere from 12 to 18
credit hours. Then he is considered a
“full time student,” and is assessed a
set fee.

If the student drops within the first
week of classes, he receives a refund
of 90 per cent of the $19.33. If he
drops in the second week he receives
only 75 per cent of it, and if he drops
in the third week he receives only 50
per cent of the fee difference.

Cushman explained that should a
“full tim e" student drop to less than
12 credits, the student is entitled to a
refund. Similarly, should a student
have more than 18 credits and then
drop to anything less than that
number, that student is also entitled
to a refund.
However, Cushman added, should a
full tim e student drop credits and still
remain within the “full tim e” status of
12 to 18 credits, no refund is in order,
as the status remains the same.
Cushman also said the amount of
money refunded depends upon how
early in the quarter classes are
dropped. To illustrate this he used a
hypothetical case of a student taking
20 credits and paying the resident fee

Cushman said that he does not know
when the refunds will be sent out, as
the business office is trying out a new
system of sending out fee refunds.

Under the new system, the business
office waits three weeks into the
quarter before reassessing fees, and
then sends out the bills and refunds
at a later date.
The reason for this, he said, was that
most of the adding and dropping of
courses is done within the first three
weeks of classes, and that it makes it
much easier to reassess fees after
most of the changing is out of the
way.
Cushman said the business office
will try out the new plan for one
quarter and then evaluate it to see if it
has been more successful than the
former plan.

Harvey appears with no counsel again
Robert (Dusty) Deschamps, Mis
soula county attorney, told Judge
Edward Dussault in Missoula County
District Court yesterday that the
"wheels of justice are moving slowly"
for Larry Harvey, who is charged with
first-degree assault.
Harvey, a transient from Coffeyville,
Kan., is charged in connection with
the Oct. 5 stabbing of Mercedes
Gavin, University of Montana
sophomore, on the corner of South
Fifth and Van Buren Streets. Gavin
was released from St. Patrick Hos-

pital Oct. 8 and returned to the UM
campus Oct. 9.
Harvey appeared at his arraignment
before Dussault without counsel
again yesterday and arraignment
was continued until 9 a.m. Monday.
Harvey had also appeared without
counsel on Tuesday.
W. D. Hirst, public attorney who had
been asked by Justice of the Peace
John Moon Oct. 9, to assist Harvey
with retaining counsel, told Dussault
he had forgotten to help Harvey
retain an attorney.

Another trick from Dick
What do you do when you are President of the United States, you
are under attack for possible criminal activity, you are facing the
possibility of impeachment and you have lost your credibility in
the eyes of the great U.S. public? You create a diversion. And that
is exactly what Richard Nixon did yesterday when he called for
the world-wide military alert.
Nixon tried, unsuccessfully we hope, to shift the focus of the U.S.
away from the Watergate affair. He tried to add a greater im
portance to a Pentagon budget that has been under attack. He
tried to make it more difficult for Congress to override the veto on
the War Powers Resolution and he reverted to the 1950s by trying
to make the Russians look like the “ bad guys” of the world.
The alert is a smoke screen. It even has an alternative plan. Stories
also began to pour in yesterday about four battalions of North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong that have crossed the border from
Cambodia into South Vietnam.
Can there be any sane human beings in this country who can
honestly believe that the Russians were, or are, ready to invade
the Middle East? It would seem logical that the Arabs might want
the Russians to help supervise the “ceasefire.”
A world event is needed that will overshadow Nixon’s antics in the
Middle East. That event is the resignation of the President of the
United States.
Bill Owen

Nixon’s decision making capacity is inoperative
Editor: Wednesday’s events show clearly the danger of
allowing President Richard Nixon to stay in office. The
Secretary of State said in his news conference yesterday
that domestic turmoil should not decrease the American
peoples confidence in the ability of their “ leaders" to
make wise choices in foreign policy. I for one cannot
believe that the man who made such an abominable
decision in domestic matters is capable of making a wise
decision in any area.
Secretary Kissinger expects us to meekly accept Nixon's
decision to place this country on the brink of war with the
U.S.S.R.

MEN OF THE YEAR

JftiMMtta Duty
• Complete Cosmetic Stock

As far as I can see, our only hope (and it’s not much hope)
is that Kissinger decided to place U.S. forces on alert
without consulting Nixon. I’m afraid Nixon’s decision
making capacity is inoperative.

The man responsible for this decision was so confident

Robin Evans
Junior, Philosophy

Wrong story ran

Endorsement announced

Editor: I find it to be incredulous that the same Montana
Kaimin which endorsed impeachment of one hell-bent
Richard Milhous Nixon is also sleeping in the same bed
with him.

Editor: In this letter, I am announcing my support of An
son "Skip” Baker in his candidacy fo r Central Board
delegate. I strongly support him for this role; feeling, that
he is well-qualified for this position. I believe that he will
represent the student view to the best o f his ability on
Central Board.

I'm referring to Wednesday's issue which contained a
notice that the Central Intelligence Agency (yes, folks,
our big brother, the CIA) will be on campus to recruit.
The Kaimin would have been much wiser in running a
story on just what the CIA is responsible for.

TIME

that he had made the correct decision in refusing to
release his tapes that he fired two officials of the Justice
Department and forced another to resign. The next day
he reversed his decision about the tapes. This same man
has decided twice in three days to make a television
appearance to explain the tapes affair. He has also
decided twice not to make such a television appearance.

Thank you for your tim e and I hope you will also support
Anson “Skip” Baker for Central Board.
Daniel Decker
Junior, Sociology

Kevin Giles
Senior, Journalism

The University is not a recruiting center for blackmail and sabotage
Editor: Next Tuesday and Wednesday the Central
Intelligence Agency will be on campus to recruit students
for various positions within the agency. Most recently,
the CIA has been implicated in the despotic overthrow of
the democratic socialist government of Chile, the breakin to Democratic National Committee Headquarters at
the Watergate and the ransacking of the files of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist. In the past, the agency has been
involved or implicated in such infamous affairs as the U2/Gary Powers incident, the Kennedy assassination, the
Phoenix program in South Vietnam (where members of
the Vietcong were systematically terrorized and
murdered), the infiltration of the National Student As
sociation, aiding and abetting the S.E. Asian heroin trade
and engineering the coup which deposed the popular
Prince Sihanouk in Cambodia. The CIA has been the
principle agent for covert U.S. involvement in countries
throughout the world, engineering coups by rightwing
elements in order to destroy national liberation
movements. In this country, the CIA has displaced the

Department of State in the formulation o f foreign policy.
Much, if not all of the President’s foreign policy decisions
are based upon CIA information and directives. Recently,
the agency has been accused of spying on private
citizens within the U.S.
It is clear that the CIA has gone far beyond its designated
purpose as a mere co-ordinating agency fo r various
intelligence-gathering units. The CIA is subverting
American democracy. Their presence on our campus is
unjustified. The University can not be a recruiting center
for international blackmail and national subversion. To
allow their presence here on Tuesday and Wednesday is,
in fact, sanctioning the very mentality that brought us
Vietnam, Watergate and who knows what else. In good
conscience, we can not allow this to happen.
Jan Konigsberg
Graduate student, Philosophy
Fred Rice
Graduate student, Philosophy

CENTER GALLERY
Women & Women’s Work

• Pho tographic Supplies
• P aper

• C hem icals

HAMMOND ARCADE

11-3 pm thru Nov. 2
Courtesy of Western Association of Art Museums

Remember Our Manager Sale

The Air Force ROTC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don’t.

AT
148 SOUTH AVE ONLY

1.6,500 scholarships.
2. *100 m onthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.
Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact the University of Montana
at (406) 243-4011

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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WASHINGTON

MERRY-GO-ROUND
President Nixon's psychotherapist is back in the news.
He is Dr. Arnold Hutschnecker who treated Nixon several
years ago. There should be no stigma attached to this.
But voters who don't understand psychotherapy, ap
parently, believe those who receive it are mentally
unstable. It has become a political liability, therefore, to
be caught receiving psychotherapy.
Nixon vigorously denied that he had received any such
treatment. He had gone to see Hutschnecker, Nixon said,
for treatment of an internal disorder. It is true that
Hutschnecker once had been an internist, but he had
given up the practice for psychotherapy. The President
still won’t admit, however, that he received psychiatric
counseling.
Last year, Sen. Tom Eagleton gave up the Democratic
vice-presidential "nomination over the issue of his
psychiatric treatment. This dramatized again the political
danger of such care.
In 1965, Vice President designate Gerald Ford visited
Nixon's psychotherapist. The man who arranged the ap
pointment, Rober Winter-Berger, said Ford sought relief
from pressures that made him "irritable, nervous and
depressed." Ford was a patient of the psychotherapist,
Winter-Berger claimed, "for at least a year.”
Both Ford and Hutschnecker have denied this. Ford
swore to us that he had visited Hutschnecker at WinterBerger's pleading, received a "15-minute lecture on
psychology” and never saw him again.
Whether Ford received psychotherapy or not, those who
know him have no doubt that he is completely sane,
sound and sensible.
No Peace: Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has
received the Nobel Prize for his part in ending the Viet
nam War, and Nixon, beseiged by Watergate, never
misses a chance to remind his fellow Americans that he
achieved "peace with honor."
But the secret intelligence reports show clearly that
peace hasn’t come to Vietnam at all. The new spotlight
has shifted to the Middle East, but the fighting goes on in
the Vietnam countryside. The reports out of Hanoi warn
that North Vietnamese leaders haven't given up any of
their goals. Their objective is still a Communist takeover
of all Vietnam, and secret U.S. estimates warn they are

A

by Jack Anderson

likely to accomplish this—probably before the end of the
decade.
Yet American soldiers fought in the South Vietnamese
jungles for more than eight years to prevent a Communist
takeover. The United States exploded a staggering 15
million tons of munitions and sprayed over 100 million
tons Of herbicides upon this small country.

a

The cost to the U.S.: nearly 54,000 American killed,
300,000 wounded, 8,000 aircraft lost and hundreds of
billions of dollars down thedrain. The exact figure is hard
to calculate when wasted human resources and veterans
benefits are counted. Some scholars have figured the
cost of the Vietnam War to the American taxpayers at
over $650 billion. This would come to more than $12,000
for each American family.
Yet all these lives and all these billions were lost to
prevent a Communist takeover that our top strategists
now predict will occur anyway in a few years.
The Economy: While war and Watergate may dominate
the headlines, White House policy-makers are equally
concerned about the economy. They are torn by con
flicting economic advice. Some experts warn that the
menace is inflation. Others see signs on the economic
horizon of a severe recession.
This much seems certain: heating fuels will be rationed,
and gasoline prices are going up probably to $1 a gallon.
The government will call upon all Americans to turn down
their house thermometers, replace their pilot lights with
automatic ignition devices and add insulation to their
homes. They should be prepared for chillier homes, elec
tricity interruptions and less pleasure driving.
At the supermarket, bakery and dairy prices are expected
to continue going up. The U.S. wheat reserves will be
depleted next spring unless export controls are adopted.
And the high cost of feed grains has caused farmers to
cut down on their dairy herds.
Turkeys should also cost double on Thanksgiving, but
beef prices should hold steady or, perhaps, even drop
slightly. Plenty of beef now appears to be available
through 1975.
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R e p u b lic a n poll show s students favor c a m p a ig n reforms
The University of Montana College
Republicans (UMCR) polled UM
students on Oct. 16,17 and 18 in an
effort to relate student opinion to the
press, p u b lic and the state
legislature.
Alan Robertson, state chairman
the College Republican league
Montana, said the poll was taken
find out student opinions and
make students more aware
different state issues.

of
of
to
to
of

Robertson said they received 1,100
questionnai res back of 1,200 handed
out.
Not all students polled voted on all
questions. The results of the poll
were supplied by Alan Robertson
and are as follows:
Question one, ‘‘Are you in favor of
liberalizing the gambling laws of
Montana? (If yes, which types of
gambling do you favor legalizing?)”
• Of the 848 Montana students who
answered, 700 (83 per cent) said yes
and 148 (17 per cent) said no. • Of
the 90 non-resident students who
answered, 68 (76 per cent) said yes
and 22 (24 per cent) said no. • 270
(32 per cent) Montana students said
yes to ‘‘bingo and raffles for
charitable purposes." * 2 1 7 (26 per
cent) said yes to “ bingo, raffles,
punch boards, slot machines." • 196
(23 per cent) said yes to "local op
tion.” * 2 1 7 (26 per cent) said yes to
“state lottery.” • 194 (23 per cent)
said yes to “unlimited ‘wide open'
gambling." • 25 (28 per cent) non
resident students said yes to “ bingo
and raffles for charitable purposes.”
• 14 (16percent) said yes to “ bingo,
ra ffle s , p u n c h b o a rd s , s lo t
machines." • 20 (22 per cent) said
yes to “ local option." • 21 (23 per
cent) said yes to “ita te lottery." • 26
(29 per cent) said yes to “ unlimited
‘wide open' gambling."

Question three, “ DO you think there
is need for campaign reform in Mon
tana?” • Of the 785 Montana
students who answered, 682 (87 per
cent) said yes and 103 (13 per cent)
said no. • 208 (26 per cent) said
there was need for reform “in the
length of political campaigns.” • 561
(71 per cent) said theje is a need to
“ lim it and strictly enforce all cam
paign donations and expenditures.”
• Of the 75 non-resident students
who answered, 58 (77 per cent) said
yes and 17 (23 per cent) said no. • 16
(21 per cent) said there was need for
reform “in the length of political cam
paigns” and 48 (64 per cent) said
there was a need to “ limit and strictly
enforce all campaign donations and
expenditures.”

charges of the Great Falls Tribune’s
capital bureau?” • Of the 760 Mon
tana students who answered 552 (73
per cent) said yes and 208 (27 per
cent) said no. • Of the 64 non
resident students who answered 39
(61 per cent) said yes and 25 (39 per
cent) said no. There were no ques
tions in the poll relating to the pos
sible misuse or failure to report of
campaign donations of Republicans.

Question four, “ Do you think
Governor Judge's reported cam
paign donations should be inves
tigated in view of the documented

Question six, “Are you in favor of the
legislature ratifying the Equal Rights
A m endm ent
to
th e
U .S .
Constitution?” • Of the 795 Montana

Question five, "Are you in favor of the
legislature enacting a day-time
speed lim it in Montana?” • Of the
816 Montana students who answered
356 (44 per cent) said yes and 460 (56
per cent) said no. • Of the 88 non
resident students who answered 33
(37 per cent) said yes and 55 (63 per
cent) said no.

SHIRT SHOP
517 S. Higgins

OPEN Everyday 10-6

PAY MORE?
WHAT FOR . . .
No
Steak Dinners
Priced
More Than
$5.55 U.S.
Choice
Also:
* Escargots
* Scampi
★Frog Legs
★Shore Dinners

FRONTIER
LOUNGE
H ighw ay 10W.
7 28-9984
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Question seven, "Are you in favor of
the "poll booth registration? (HB559
provides for voter registration on and
in the 30 day period before an elec
t io n - h e ld over fo r the next
legislative session.)” • Of the 708
Montana students who answered 480
(68 per cent) said yes and 228 (32 per
cent) said no. • Of the 73 non
resident students who answered 46
(63 per cent) said yes and 27 (37 per
cent) said no.
Question eight, "In the single
member legislative districts are you
in favor of legislators being elected
from districts other than the district
in which they reside?" • Of the 777
Montana students who answered 117

(15 percent) said yes and 660 (85 per
cent) said no. • Of the 32 non
resident students who answered 8
(25 per cent) said yes and 24 (75 per
cent) said no.
Question nine, “Are you in favor of a
state law requiring compensation
from state funds for victim s of a
crime?” • Of the 757 Montana
students who answered 330 (44 per
cent) said yes and 427 (56 per cent)
said no. Of the 88 non-resident
students who answered 39 (44 per
cent) said yes and 49 (56 per cent)
said no.
Question 10, “Are you in favor of hir
ing personnel from out o f state to fill
state positions?” Of the 784 Montana
students who answered 235 (30 per
cent) said yes and 549 (70 per cent)
said no. O f the 86 non-resident
students who answered 54 (63 per
.cent) said yes and 32 (37 per cent)
said no.

Be Sure To Hear The Advents.

Question two, ‘‘Would you be in favor
of gambling if it were not a substan
tial source of state revenue?" * ,Of
the 866 Montana students who
answered, 454 (52 per cent) said yes
and 412 (48 per cent) said no. • Of
the 86 non-resident students who
answered 42 (49 per cent) said yes
and 44 (51 per cent) said no.

T-Shirts, Sweat
and Gym Wear
Greek and Novelty
Designs
Instant Lettering

students who answered 686 (86 per
cent) said yes and 109 (14 per cent)
said no. • Of the 81 non-resident
students who answered 72 (89 per
cent) said yes and 9(11 per cent) said
no.

Before you buy your first or your next pair of
loudspeakers, we recommend that you hear the
Advents.
Both the original Advent Loudspeaker
and The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker make
the top level of loudspeaker performance avail
able for less than half the previous going cost.
Either of them will take head-to-head competi
tion with absolutely any speaker system of any
price, size, or vintage, and both of them sound
obviously and dramatically better than many
far more expensive systems.
If you know someone who owns a pair of
Advents or Smaller Advents, you can easily
move to check out those claims —listening both
to the speakers and to what their owner has to
say about them. Many Advent owners bought
their speakers only after extensive comparisons,
re-comparisons, and early disbelief that they
were hearing what they were hearing. The same
owners have become by far the most effective
advertisers for Advent speakers, helping to
make the original Advent a best-seller before
it was advertised nationally.
If you don’t have a friend who owns Ad
vents, we invite you to come in to hear them in

our showroom. Our demonstration facilities
allow you to fairly compare either of the Advent
speakers, with each other and with speakers
from other manufacturers. If you prefer we will
not identify the speakers during the comparison
so you will get as unbiased a test as is possible.
We won’t rush you, you can come in as often as
you want, listen as long as you like, and use as
wide a variety of program material as is helpful
to you.
Nothing about either speaker is accidental.
They are the result of eighteen years’ previous
experience in making high-performance acous
tic-suspension speakers, and their low cost is
the result of what the people a t Advent have
learned about taking the most simple, direct
route to highest performance.
Both Advents have identically wide fre
quency bandwidth, with bass response ap
proached by few speakers of any price or size,
and with high-frequency response and disper
sion of the highest order. Both have the same
clarity and accuracy, and an octave-to-octave
musical balance chosen to sound convincing not
only on the best recordings but on the great
majority of recordings of all kinds.
The only basic difference in performance
between the two is that the original Advent
($125 or $105 depending on cabinet finish) will
play slightly louder in bigger rooms than The
Smaller ($80). Either is an outstanding value
by any standard, and The Smaller may be the
most spectacular bargain available in stereo
components.
We have on display complete music sys
tems which feature The Advent Loudspeaker
and The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker. These
systems were pre-selected by us, after careful
evaluation, to offer the best possible reliability,
compatibility, and a level of sound quality
which you will find as satisfying next year as
when you first take your system home.

CoioMwilmww
1529 SOUTH. AVE. W.

JIM CARAS PLAZA

Phone 549-7822

Open Mon.— Sat. 9 :30— 5:30, Fri. 'til 9:00

Indians to host speech tourney
The Kyi-Yo Indian Club will host an
all-Indian, high school, speech
tournament Nov. 15-16 in the Mon
tana and Five Valleys Rooms of the
UC.
Dan Decker, Kyi-Yo Club president,
said about 100 students from 25
M o n ta n a h ig h s c h o o ls w ill
participate.
He said the tournament will be
funded with a $4,500 federal grant
allocated by Delores Colburg, state
public instruction superintendent.
Skip Baker, club member and a
junior in economics, said the money
w ill be used to pay for the student’s
food, transportation, lodging and
building rental. He said about $300 of
the grant will be used to retain an ac
counting firm to pay bills for the
tournament. He said this is required
in order to receive the grant.
Baker said the speaking events will
be
o r ig in a l
c o m p o s it io n ,
declam ation,
extem poraneous
speaking and debate. Medallions will
be awarded for the first three places
in each event and a travelling trophy
will go to the winning debate team.
According to Baker, the tournament
will be more a forum for Indian
oratory than a formal speech
tournament.
Pecker, a junior in sociology, em
phasized the m oney fo r the
tournament is a federal grant and is

in no way related to money Kyi-Yo
Indian Club owes ASUM.
The debt is the result of the club
overspending its ASUM allocation.
He said the club has not paid money
on the debt since it transferred its
$2,051.76 scholarship fund which
was in a downtown bank to its ASUM
account last month. The club
presently owes ASUM $1,538.68.
Decker said the club will repay
ASUM but would not give any
specifics on how or when.

W aste m a n ag e m e n t w orkshop set
A workshop discussing solid waste
management will be held Tuesday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Montana
rooms at the University Center.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Western Montana Scientists' Com
mittee for
Public
Information
through a grant from the En
vironmental Protection agency.
The program is open to the public
without charge.

Doug Stewart, from the Missoula
recycling center, will speak.

St. Louis, will conduct a discussion
after the film.

At 10:30, Don Waggoner, President
of the Oregon Environmental Coun
cil, will discuss Oregon’s success
with recycling legislation. This will
be followed by a panel discussion by
State Representatives Max Baucus,
D-Missoula, and Richard Colberg, DBillings, and State Sen. Elmer Flynn,
D-Missoula.

Earl Sands and Monda Peterson of
the Flathead County Refuse Dis
posal District will discuss the rural
disposal program called Green Box
at 2 p.m.

At 1 p.m. a second film called Trash
to Kilowatts will be shown which
deals with converting trash to fuel

The program agenda w ill begin with
a film entitled Garbage. At 9:30,

Dennis Wilcox, a science writer from

Preliminary autopsy reports
do not show cause of death

Preliminary autopsy reports on the
body of Douglas Reeves, a Montana
State University student, revealed no
apparent cause of death, according
to Robert Donin, Gallatin County
coroner.
Reeves was found unconscious
Tuesday evening in a whirlpool bath
in the MSU fieldhouse, and died
shortly afterwards.
Donin said in a telephone interview
yesterday that more complete tests
will be made in the next few days in
an attempt to determine the exact
cause of death. “We simply don’t
have the facilities here to make the
necessary tests.” he said.

Donin added that electrocution was
being investigated by the state as a
possible cause of death.

This discussion will be followed by
speaker Max Bauer of Missoula’s'
City Disposal Co.
At 3:15 a discussion will be held on
the management of wood wastes in
western forests by Orville Daniels,
Supervisor of the Bitterroot National
Forest.

Pick up a Pizza in 20 Minutes
Available by the piece till 4:00
Open at 11:00 a.m. daily

Augusta, Oct. 23,1956—The body of
29-year-old Kenneth Scott, who was
killed by a huge grizzly bear late
Saturday, arrived in Fort Benton last
night after being packed out of the
Bob Marshall wilderness area.

CASH FOR CARS!
Jim’s Used Cars
1700 Stephens
543-8269

First State
Bank
w here the focus is on you!
Checking and Saving—543-8353
MISSOULA BANKING AT ITS BEST
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Officers
Chairman, Randolph Jacobs
President, Theodore Jacobs
Executive Vice-President, William L. Bouche
Vice President, Robert E. Jones
Cashier, Jack R. Henry
Auditor, James Strosahl

Directors
Thomas J. Collins
Randolph Jacobs
Theodore Jacobs
Robert E. Jones
Robert E. Noel
George F. Steinbrenner
Robert E. Tremper
Clyde A. Wood
Patricia Douglas

“The F am ily R o ller R ink
KEN and ENID ERIE

3490 Reserve St.
Missoula, Montana
Phone: 549-7005

SKATING SCHEDULE
Wednesday ■ 8 - 1 0 p.m. Adult night
Thursday
7- 9 p.m.
Friday
7- 9, 9:30 -11:30 p.m.
Saturday
1 - 3 , 3:30 - 5:30,
7- 9, 9 :30-11:30
Sunday
1 - 3, 3:30 - 5:30,
6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Special Rates fo r families
6:30-9:00. (Admission
$2.50 per family - skate
rental - 50(. One parent
must skate.)
Private Parties - Monday & Tuesday
ADMISSION
Matinees 85t
Evenings $1.10
Skate Rental - 5W
A dditional sessions on school holidays.

PANTS M A D E TO A
D IF F E R E N T V IS IO N

Levi’s

r

MONARCH
1020 North Ave. W.

728-5962
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Faculty members must have ID cards to use recreation facilities
University of Montana faculty and
staff using campus recreation
facilities will have to present iden
tification cards to do so, the Campus
Sports and Recreation Committee
decided yesterday.
The committee w ill ask the ad
ministration to provide ID cards,
sim ilar to students' cards, at cost.
Dim itri Janetos, campus recreation
director, said some faculty and staff
members were having a hard time
getting into some facilities. He said
the cards cost about $1.50.
Larry Shore, a Central Board
delegate who sat in on the meeting,
said he thought the administration
should provide ID cards for all
faculty and staff members.
Joan Birch, faculty member of the
committee, said the faculty had all
been required to have ID cards
several years ago, but many of them
had not favored the idea,- and
therefore hadn’t bothered with ID
cards. She also objected to making
the faculty pay for the cards.
Janetos said faculty members who
don't use recreation facilities should
not be required to obtain cards. The
vote on the motion was five to one.
Birch voted against it.

$4 activity
decided.

fee,

the

committee

The committee also decided to write
a letter to the administration, asking
tha t the p ositio n of cam pus
recreation director be given some
security and stability.
Meier told the committee that
students, through activity fees
allocated by Central Board, pay the
salaries of campus recreation
personnel. If the director’s position is
to have any stability, he said, the
salary should not be at the mercy of
Central Board, but should be part of
the main university budget.
He said this is the first year UM has
had a campus recreation director.
Last year the position was occupied
half time by a faculty member of the
health, physical education and
recreation department.

Gary Bogue, Program Council ad
visor, suggested the administration
be requested to pick up Janetos'
salary over a two to three year period.
Janetos said the University has not
shown him much "official courtesy."
He said UM was one of the first
schools in the country to have a cam
pus recreation department, but, he
said, at other schools that now have
such departments, the directors have
faculty standing.
He does not want to be a full-time
recreation educator, Janetos said,
but feels he'can contribute to the
academic realm. He said he feels the
University has not taken full ad
vantage of his abilities.
The committee also discussed a re
quest by Loyola high school to use a
UM gymnasium Nov. 23 and 24 fora
basketball clinic.
Tim O'Brian, student member, said

STARTS WEDNESDAY! TWO DAYS ONLY!

ALL NEW!
The joyful, songful wonderful, story of the life and music of Johann Strauss!

Last week the committee rescinded
an earlier decision requiring faculty
and staff to pay an activity fee for use
of campus recreation facilities. At
yesterday's meeting, the question of
charging faculty to participate in in
tramurals was raised. After some dis
cussion, it was decided that such a
policy was already in effect.
Chairman Joel Meier said the policy
which charges $2 per faculty
member per activity per season,
would still stand.
Part-time students who use campus
recreation facilities will have to pay a
The amount of blood in an average
man-weighs about seven pounds.
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MGMpresentsAn ANDREWI. STONEProduction
THE GREAT WALTZ"
Starring HORST BUCHOLZ
MARYCOSTA. NIGELPATRICK
YVONNE MITCHELL
Guest Star ROSSANOBRAZZI
OPEN 6:48 P.M.
“Welti" at 7:00 and 0:30
Regular Prleaal

Showplace of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

the committee had decided in the
past not to allow groups in the com
munity to use university recreation
facilities because it would set a"
precedent which would lead to too
many such requests.
Janetos said he thought community
groups should be allowed to use
university facilities as long as no
university groups were using them.

Bogue said groups should pay what
building use would cost the
university fo r cleaning and opening
and closing the building.
Meier appointed a subcommittee to
decide on a cost schedule for
recreation facility use. The sub
committee was also asked to answer
Loyola’s request.

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!!!
Where does the camping trip end...
and the nightmare begin...?

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA defensive beck Jim Oglesbee reflects the team's dismay at last Saturday's 33-7 loss to
Montana State In Bozeman. Oglesbee and company are hoping for a spiritual uplift and a victory over the conference
leading Boise State Broncos tomorrow night In Boise, (photo by Joe Stark)

Grizzly pass defense to challenge Boise
The Montana Grizzlies take on the
league leading Boise State Broncos
tomorrow night in Boise.
Boise leads the league not only in
games won but also in the total
offense, total defense and total yards
gained by passing. The Broncos
have amassed an average 444 offen
sive yards per game while allowing
their opponents only 245 yards per
game.
A win over Montana this weekend
would assure Boise of at least a tie for
the Big Sky Championship.

The Grizzly offense will be butting
heads with a defensive line that
averages 6-2 and 233 pounds. The
Bronco offensive line is bigger yet
averaging 244 pounds per man.
The Grizzly defensive unit has
allowed only 39 more yards per game
than the Bronco defense. Montana
boasts the best passing defense in
the league lim iting opposing passers
to only 34 per cent completions.
Boise holds a substantial offensive
edge record-wise. Their league lead

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

MIDNIGHT COWBOY’
The Academy Award Winner
you must see again
and

ing 444 yards per game is almost
double the Grizzlies’ 261 yards per
game.
An interesting facet of the game will
be the matching of Boise’s accurate
passing against the Grizzlies* stingy
pass defense.
The Montana State Bobcats are in
second place only one ja m e behind
the league leading Broncos. Boise
State dealt them th e ir o n ly
conference loss and their only hope
for a shot at the title is a Grizzly upset
over the Broncos.

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
AT MIDNIGHT ONLY!

Deliverance
A JOHN BOORMAN FILM Starring

JON VOIGHT • BURT REYNOLDS “DELIVERANCE
Co-Starnng NED BEATTY • RONNY COX • Screenplay by James Dickey Based on hts novel
Produced and Directed by John Boorman -PANAVISION®-TECHNICOLOR®
From Warner Bros.. A Warner Communications Company |
,
restricted "
I

Hk|

Plus Great Companion Feature..
Warren Beatty and Julie Christie In

“McCABE AND MRS. MILLER”
Robert (“ M*A*S*H” ) Altman’s Finest Filml
OPEN 6:40 P.M.
"McCabe” at 7:00 Only
"Deliverance" at 9:05 Only

Advance Tickets on
Sale From 10:30 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. Regular Prices!

The Beautiful

ROXY

Showplace of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

T H E H E N D R IX E X P E R IE N C E IS H E R E !
A new film —
Hendrix at his peak
The historic
Berkeley Concert,
Memorial Day 1970
W ith M itch Mitche
and Billy Cox.
Fly High.

“WHERE’S POPPA?’’
The picture you should
never have missedl

Directed by
Peter Pilafian,
in color from
New Line Cinema.
"A must see for all
Hendrix fanatics and
rock music fans"

D l l | C I ' Lovt
■
OPEN 7:05 P.M.
“Poppa" at 7:25 Only
"Cowboy" at 9:00 Only

The Beautiful

ROXY

IS IIA R I) 1O C LI a hilarious new spool on samurai flicks and 30s serials
w ith Peter Bergman, sl.i of Firesign Theatre as love-crazed gorilla. Nasi Corenv

Sponsorships With the
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Magic Lantern Film Society.

fro m C olum bia Records.
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Double feature termed ‘stim ulating’

UM ski team budget request tabled,
Lyons resigned for financial reasons
by Tom Steffes

Montana Kaimin reporter
A request of $2,148 by Bob Gordon,
ski club coach, was tabled at a Cen
tral Board meeting Wednesday
night.
Gordon, senior in economics, re
quested the funds from CB because
s k iin g w as d ro p p e d as an
intercollegiate sport last spring.
Gordon formed the ski club to con
tinue the sport at UM.
CB tabled the request for a week to
study it. Garry South, ASUM
president, said he was fearful of the
request because he thinks that if CB
funds skiing then Swarthout could
use that as an incentive to drop all
minor sports and let CB fund them
while the athletic funds would only
be used for football and basketball.
When skiing and wrestling were
phased out, due to the tightening of
the athletic belt, former Ski Coach
Rusty Lyons resigned.

Volleyballers play
in WSU tourney
The University of Montana women’s
volleyball team will be looking for
revenge today in Pullman, Wash.
The netters are playing in a
triangular meet w ith Washington
State U n ive rsity and Eastern
Washington State College.
Montana was defeated by the
powerful Eastern Washington squad
two weeks ago. Montana dropped
two straight games by identical 15-1
scores. However, Coach Jodie Leslie
is confident that her team can im
prove on the last meeting.
The meeting with Washington State
will be the initial encounter between
the two teams this season.

by John Spooner

Lyons in a telephone interview
Wednesday, said that his resignation
was for financial reasons only and
took a job on his father’s ranch in
Washington.
“ I had planned to quit even if my
salary and the budget for the ski team
was tripled,” he said. Lyons said that
there was no personality conflict
w ith
A th le tic . D ire cto r Jack
Swarthout at the time of the ski
coach's resignation.
"I have no anim osity toward Jack, he
is a nice guy and would bend over
backwards to help me and the ski
team when I was coach,” Lyons said.
"The only fault Jack has is not being
able to say no to people requesting
funds for their sports."
"Swarthout had to cut the budget
somewhere and he chose skiing and
wrestling," Lyons said. “Although I
disagree with Swarthout's cutting
the skiing program, because the
team has won the B ig Sky
Conference Championships for four
years." He is the athletic director and
he had to cut the budget somewhere,
Lyons concluded.

Montana Kaimin movie reviewer
There is a stimulating lesson in film
technique to be had by all those who
go to see "Little Big Man” and "A Man
Called Horse” this weekend.
Anyone who has not seen “ Little Big
Man” might do well to avoid the cofeature.The impact of the former is
diminished by sit
ting through the
review
metronomic plot
and photographic
inevitabilities of “A Man Called
Horse.”
Based on a Dorothy Johnson short
story, “ A Man Called Horse" tries to
make us swallow the old fable of a
white man who becomes a warrior
and returns to civilization with
enough folk wisdom to fill a teepee.
But it doesn’t pepper the potion
enough to keep it from tasting ran
cid. The characters are all literary
Former UM defensive and offensive
back Terry Dillon went on to the
Minnesota Vikings in 1963 where he
was named NFL defensive Rookie of
the Year.

Showplace of Montana

THROUGH
TUESDAY!!!

WILMA

NOW RELIVE THE 2 GREATEST
ADVENTURES OF THE REAL WEST!

manequins with no life of their own;
none of them is given even a second
of screen time to introduce himself
before the splintered old plot rattles
along and assures us he’s not even
important.
So we miss those gratuitous
moments like those of Dan George in
"Little Big Man.” We only snicker at
Judith Anderson’s antics because
her
a tt e m p t
at
g e n u in e
characterization appears ludicrous
next to the stolid sobriety of all the
other actors, including Richard
Harris.
“ Little Big Man” is a much more
successful film. Its real power lies in
its humor. The blend of the comic
and the tragic highlight the hero’s
picaresque adventures by avoiding
monotony. The film startles us again
and again by its inventiveness and
variety.

Chief Dan George has few of the
natural gifts of Dame Anderson. The
film carefully exploits each of his
s tr e n g th s — h a n d s o m e
fa c e ,
energetic voice, relicted features—to
generate a film presence with so
much vivacity he could win anyone.
Of course, director Arthur Penn may
be accused of manipulation. The
archaic black comedy is diverting
but it w ill always leave us with a sour
aftertaste that more placid film s like
“ A Man Called Horse" lack. The
depiction of the massacre at
Wounded Knee is so horrific a se
quence that nothing can surpass it
fo r impact.
These two films are far from com
plementary. Yet side-by-side com
parison could prove valuable to
those who have seen either film once
and want to reexamine their original
responses.

xrx
MOVIES ARE A TREAT!!!
LAST PICTURE SHOW—A small dying Texan town
in the 50’s shows us as much about life as we’re
likely to see!
Friday, Oct. 26—8:00, 10:00 & 12:00
WHAT DO YOU SAY TO A NAKED LADY?
ALLEN FUNT hides his camera to watch people as
they look at a naked lady!
Rated XI
Sat., Sun. & Mon.—7:00 & 9:15
Coming Tuesday—Bogart’s Maltese Falcon
Halloween Midnight Special—KING KONG

CRYSTAL
THEATRE

Butterfly Building
515 So. Higgins

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

“TBS’70s
FIRST
B&EAT

Annual Halloween Fright Marathon..

AN ADVENTURE IN TERROR!

“Typically, WSU starts the season
with a lot of potential but, I feel that
we have a very good chance of beat
ing them,” Leslie said.
Montana beat Washington State in
five of seven matches last year.

DUSTIN HOUrMAN
LITTLE BIO MAN

UM’s record this season is 3-2-3.

PLUS-

In tr a m u r a ls
The intramural football schedule for
today is as follows:
4 p.m.
Field 1—Sigma Chi vs. Sons of Jesse
Field 2—Lunch Buckets vs. Ebony
Omega
Field 3—Watergaters vs. Thumpers
Field 4—Delta Gamma vs. Varsity
Virgins
5 p.m.
Field 1—Theta Chi vs. Fups
Field 2—Always Totally Oiled vs.
Acorn's Marauders
Field 3—Sigma Nu II vs. Bam
boozlers
Field 4—Ellen’s Crew vs. Kappa
Killers

SPINETINGLERS
ON THE SAME PROGRAM!

Ranavisjon” Technicolor •

RICHARD
HARRIS

The most
electrifying
ritual

as

“AMAH
GALLED
HORSE”
RANAVISION*

TECHNICOLOR*
I NATIONALGENERALPICTURES RELEASE ACINEMA CENTER P S PRESENTATION E
OPEN DAILY AT 6:40 P.M.
< Man Called Horse" at 7:00 Only
"Little Big Man" at 9:00 Only

noOMson 4
•4

SPECIAL

Halloween Special Sat. & Sun. at 12 Noon, 2 P.M. and 4 P.M.—
“Mad Monster Party” and Festival of Creepy Cartoons Plus Live
Ghosts in Person and Eerie Live Pipe Organ Musicl
All Seats 75t

0
^5**

Sunday,
Nov. 4, 8:00 p.m.
Harry Adams Field House
Tickets:
General Public $4 & $5
UM Students $3 & $4
Available at the Mercantile
University Center Ticket Office
Team Electronics
Great Falls—Import Depot
Bozeman—SUB 259
Kalispell—Javees
Helena—Opera House Music Co.

The Doctor
transplanted
WHITE
WHITE
BIGOT
BIGOT
S
HEAD onto a
SOUL BROTHER’S
BODY!

The most fantastic
experiment of the age!

THE ULTIMATE IN
COLD-BLOODED HORROR!

ONE BIO A ll-C O L O B SHOW!

OPEN 6:30 P.M.
Shockers Shown in the
Order Above
Adm. $1.50 Per Person
Child (Under 12) Free!
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Eddie and Bob’s

GO WEST!
Drive-In

Hwy. 10 We»t
5 Miles West of Airport

AP in brief
Montanans oppose wide-open gambling within the state two-to-one, a
$33,000 Gallup Organization, Inc. survey revealed. However, the majority of
the 1,103 state residents sampled favored legalized bingo, raffles, punchboards and a state lottery. John O. Davis, senior account executive for the
Gallup Organization, told the Montana Board of Crime Control that while 77
per cent of the state’s residents admit casino-type gambling and off-track bet
ting appeals to them, only 34 per cent of the population favors legalizing such
wagerings. Davis said many Montanans believed all-out gambling in the state
would result in an influx of undesirable elements into the population, a break
down in families and an increase in crime.
Sen. Edward J. Gumey, R-Fla., a strong Nixon supporter on the Senate
Watergate committee, asked the President yesterday to name former Atty.
Gen. Elliot Richardson to take Archibald Cox's former position as the
Watergate special investigator. Richardson resigned Saturday rather than
follow the President’s orders to fire Cox.
The annual retail cost of a supermarket basket of farm-produced food de
clined $24 in September, the sharpest drop in 17 years, according to
government figures revealed yesterday. The first price recession o f the year
would have been much greater had middlemen passed along all the squeeze
absorbed by farmers, the figures indicated. According to the figures, it cost a
typical household $31.33 per week for U.S. farm-produced groceries last
month, 46 cents less than the August rate.
The United States will feel a serious Impact within the next few weeks from the
oil cutback announced by Middle East and North African countries, a major
U.S. oil company spokesman said yesterday. The impact will be heightened
because there is no alternate supply readily available to offset the reduction,
he said.
Four Communist divisions crossed from Cambodia Into South Vietnam for
possible attacks in the Mekong Delta and Saigon regions, a diplom atic source
said yesterday. The troop transfer may be related to the recent step-up in
fighting in Vietnam or to a Communist assessment that Cambodia insurgents
are now strong enough to operate alone without the heavy Vietnamese help of
the past, the source said.
Governor Tom Judge said yesterday that eight state department heads will
accompany him during next week and mid-November on 10 Montana public
forums that are aimed at bringing state government to the people. The
governor will be accompanied by directors of the departments of agriculture,
lands, social and rehabilitation services, intergovernmental relations,
revenue, natural resources, labor and highway.
In the Senate, seven Democrats on the 17-man Judiciary Committee jointly
sponsored a bill for introduction today that would create a new special
prosecutor with all the powers Archibald Cox, former Watergate prosecutor,
had before he was fired. The prosecutor would be appointed by the U.S. Dis
trict Judge John Sirica and not by the President.
Nigeria yesterday became the ninth black African state to break diplomatic
relations with Israel since the outbreak of war in the Middle East. Nigeria ac
cused Israel of “bad faith” in crossing to the west bank of the Suez Canal and
“taking military advantage” of the cease-fire.

Faculty Senate committees
to report at Nov. 15 meeting
The University of Montana Faculty
Senate asked for reports yesterday
from three ad-hoc committees it
created last spring to study the status
of the law school in the University,
the University budget and the
problem of evaluating law school
and transfer grades into letter
grades. The meeting was the
senate’s first this school year.
Keith McDuffie, chairman of the
Senate, said the Ad-Hoc Faculty
Committee on Budget had met only
once and had asked the University
administration for data. McDuffie
said the other two committees had
been active and would report on Nov.
15.
Some senate members said they
made sure the $4 a quarter fee re
quested from the faculty this fall for
use of athletic facilities has been
retracted. Faculty who paid for three
quarters will be reimbursed $8 as
there w ill not be reimbursements for
this quarter, McDuffie said.
McDuffie listed budget priorities,
faculty input in the Blue Ribbon
Commission on Post-Secondary
Education, the status of the law
school and the funding of athletics as
the most important issues for senate
action this year.
McDuffie said that because the
Board of Regents decided not to

have students pay earmarked fees
for athletics, the money probably
would come from the general
University budget. This might be at
the expense of teaching quality,
McDuffie said. He added the
decision on this issue would now
have to come from the president of
the University.
McDuffie said the Executive Com
mittee has no specific plans at the
moment
concerning
University
reorganization, but he said he
believed the concept of "institutional
self-evaluation” was in keeping with
the general purpose of the Blue Rib
bon Commission.
The Senate amended a motion from
the Executive Committee concern
ing the fusing of the Admissions,
Graduation and Academic Stan
d a rd s
C o m m itte e
a nd
th e
Curriculum Committee. These com
mittees were overlapping. The
amended motion was tabled for the
next meeting for further study.
The new body would be called the
A c a d e m ic
S ta n d a r d s
and
Curriculum Committee. It would in
clude 11 faculty members appointed
for Staggered three-year terms and 6
students appointed for one-year
terms, plus the Academic VicePresident and the Director of Ad
missions and Records as ex-officio,
non-voting members.

More physical therapy graduates
being placed in schools this year
Twice as many graduates from the
physical therapy school have been
placed in accredited schools this
year than last year, Nora Staael, as
soc. prof, in the health, physical
e d u c a t io n
and
r e c r e a t io n
department, said Wednesday.
Staael said 14 students were
accepted by institutions to begin
th e ir fin al s c h o o lin g
b efore

certification as physical therapists.
Staael said the additional schooling
not available at the University of
Montana takes from 18 to 24 months.
Staael said that the therapy program
at UM is expanding and she hopes
that in the future the department will
be able to accredit the regular degree
program.

MARCY’S MEXICAN FOOD
Open
5-10 P.M.

The Montana Supreme Court yesterday set Nov. 8 as the date for the hearing
on Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl’s request for a determination of the ultimate
legal authority in the state.

8 miles south of Missoula at
Mother Goose Land In Lolo

Closed
Mon. & Tues.

A la carte
Guacomole
Enchiladas
Chili Rellenos
Sopapilla Chili Verde (on Thursday only)
Eggs Rancheros
Chili Beans
Burritos
Tostanas
OR
Complete Dinners for Only $2.50

Tacos
Julie Nixon Eisenhower said yesterday that she did not believe that her father
would be forced to resign or be impeached. In a Washington D.C. television
interview, she said impeachment would not get a vote in Congress because “ I
just believe that the majority of Congressmen and Senators want what's best
for the co u n try. . . the majority really do want to work with the President.”

DEVIL
DANCER
Authentic
Indian
Arts & Crafts!

3511 HWY. 93 SOUTH
MISSOULA, MONT.
59801
PH. 406/728-7552
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Since 1949 a small group of students have been working
on this campus to improve the quality of student life.
This group which calls itself “Alpha Phi Omega” has
been working behind the scenes of campus life, not for
any special interests or ethnic groups but for everyone,
students, faculty and administration alike. We are un
obtrusive, quietly going about our work of service to the
campus and the community of Missoula. We are not
flag-wavers nor are we “Greek” in the usual sense of
the word. We do not maintain a house, nor are we for
“guys” only. We only ask that our “ brothers” and “sis
ters” possess a willingness to help others with no
thought of any material gains, but a smile and a warm
thank-you.
Admitted, not every person is willing to accept such
rewards; although every person is capable of giving and
receiving these gifts. We think it takes a special kind of
person to help others unselfishly; and we think we’re
kind of special. So if you think you’d like to join us or
would like to know more about us, please join usSunday October 28 in the 360 series of the Montana
Rooms (UC).

BEER-LEGS?
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BOLEGS and LEVI supply the pants with
RAY’S NITE OWL and OLYMPIA supplying
the beer to team up and present the wildest
’ of contests!
~
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“An Open Letter to the Students of
U of M from ALPHA PHI OMEGA”
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How many cans of Oly® are in the huge pair of LEVIS

.

I
f

(76 waist & 46 length).
Pair of pants on display at either location. Closest
guess winsil
|

First prize—All the beer In one of the huge pair of
pantslll

BOLEGS

Second & third will split the beer In the other palrlll

Register at either BoLegs or Ray’s Nite Owl A
(formerly Convenient Food Mart), both in the
Convenient Village—4 blocks from campus |

f

Register today!!!

J

HAS THE
BEST FLIES
IN
MISSOULA!
Convenient Village
434 Hill
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KUFM transmittal delayed
by radio equipment arrival
KUFM radio will not be on the air
before Nov. 12 because o f a delay in
the arrival of equipment.
The equipment which relays the
radio signals from the radio studio in
the Journalism Building to the
transmitter on Big Sky Mountain is
expected to arrive by the end of this
week, according to Phil Hess,
chairman of the radio-television
department.
Hess said the equipment is being
shipped by truck from Dallas, Tex.
KUFM decided to move its
transmitter last spring because in
creasing the power from 28.5 watts
effective radiated power, to 4.3
kilowatts Winter Quarter had caused
interference problems on campus.
KUFM will be broadcasting with 7.4
kilowatts when it resumes broad
casting next month.
After the studio-transmitter link is
installed, several tests required by
the Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC) must be performed,
according to Hess.
Hess said the tests are designed for a

Some of the issues to be discussed
are the athletic fund, the Student Ac
tion Center and relations with the
Montana State Legislature, Tom
Stockburger, CB elections com
mittee chairman said yesterday.
The candidates are Anson Baker,
Jim Murray, James Egnew, Greg
Murphy, Dan Cobb, Tim Thompson
and James Foster. David Hedger and
Dan Hjartarson have withdrawn their
candidacies.

by Garry Trudeau

period of days, and the tim e cannot
be shortened. For example, he said,
the station’s frequency must be
measured to be certain the fre
quency does not vary. This involves
leaving the transmitter on 24 hours a
day for four o r five days.
After the equipment is installed, the
station must give the FCC ten days
notice before programming may
begin.
Hess said the ten days are needed for
the FCC to process the “change of
facilities" license the station must
obtain to operate.
After the station returns to the air,
programming hours probably w ill in
crease, Hess said. KUFM probably
will broadcast from 7 a.m. until mid
night Monday through Thursday and
until 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday, he
said. The station does not broadcast
on Sundays.
Hess said KUFM cut back its hours of
broadcasting last spring because of
the interference caused by the new
transmitter’s increased power.

CB candidates will discuss issues
The seven candidates for the three
vacant Central Board seats meet in
dorms Monday evening to discuss
the issues with voters.

DOONESBURY

The candidates will be in the Craig
Hall lobby at 7 p.m., Knowles Hall
lobby at 8 p.m. and Jesse Hall lounge
at 9 p.m., Stockburger said.

Mill expansion concerns economists
Better pollution control equipment
and more effective land use planning
would be achieved if the proposed
Hoerner Waldorf mill expansion
were postponed for several years,
tw o U n iv e rs ity o f M o n ta n a
economists said last week.
The recommendations were made by
Malinda Schaill and Thomas Power,
assistant professors of economics, in
a report entitled, "The Economic Im
pact of the Proposed HoernerWaldorf Expansion: Some Critical
Comments and a Proposal.”
Power said he and Schaill were
concerned with the economic im
plications of the proposed mill
expansion and who would get the
new jobs that the expansion would
create.

Power and Schaill also recommend
in their report that:
• The retraining program be
expanded at Hoerner Waldorf so
more workers from Missoula w ill be
able to fill new vacancies that the mill
expansion will create.
• More studies of the source of sulfer
oxide be conducted to determine
some method of control.
• Pond problems and their gaseous
emissions at Hoerner Waldorf be
studied to determine more effective
practices concerning their control.
• Dedf) wells and seepage from set
tling ponds be studied to determine
the effects on the area water table.
If the permit for the Hoerner-Waldorf

p lan t e xpansion is approved,
construction of mill facilities is
scheduled to begin next spring.
Power said that Hoerner Waldorf is
reluctant to postpone mill expansion
because it would lose money. He
said it might lose their market and
another company may come in with a
cleanef mill.

Nov. 27, 1956—District Judge W.W.
Lessly last week dissolved an in
junction against University President
Carl MacFarland and Dr. Gordon
Castle, director of the MSU (former
designation of the University of Mon
tana) Biological Station on Flathead
Lake.

Budapest, Oct. 24,1956—More than
10,000 university students have
demonstrated here for a new
g o v e rn m e n t and im m e d ia te
withdrawal of Russian troops from
H ungary.
The d e m o n stra tio n
followed the return of Hungarian
leaders from what they called
“successful" friendship talks with
Yugoslavia.
CAPITOL, Steve Miller,
Joker

Give a Gift You
Make Yourself.

WARNER, Uriah Heep,
Sweet Freedom

WARNER, J. C. Young,
-For Jull

START WORKING
AMERICAN
HANDICRAFTS
COMPANY
3203 Brooks
543-8401

ON CRAFTS FOR
CHRISTMAS NOW!

Be Wise!
see
RON

* ALL MAKE8 A MODEL8
CUSTOM PAINT MATCHING
AUTO PAINT BAKING
OVEN
AUTO GLASS INSTALLED

a?

For Your
Estimate On Paint
and Repairs

gefutU/tM

FRAME 8TRAIGHTENING

call
ron
5 4STRAND
9 - 2 3 AVE.
47
C A LL n
u n
719
Stephens & Strand Ave.

DUNHILL, Three Dog Night,
Cyan

ABC, Jim Croce,
Life and Times

ODE, Carole King,
Fantasy

our top 50 albums Sale
priced everyday!
“E” Ip’s, list price $5.98, our
regular low price $4.84, top 50
priced

“ F” Ip’s list $6.98,
our regular low price
$5.84, top 50 price

“H” Ip’s list price $9.98,
our regular low price just
$8.54, top 50 priced

SALE3.89 SALE 4.89 SALE 7.89
Illustrated are only 6 of the top selling 50 albums sale priced everyday! Stop in and check Missoula's
largest stock of albums . . . you’ll find the top 50 at special sale prices everyday!

BOOKS AND RECORDS . . . mezzanine
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Montana Review

W A R M SPRING S
‘ TnfJgo ing horr
•<,. in two vyetefca

It’s a hard life livin’ when you’re lonely/It’s a long night sleepin’ alone/
It’s a hard time waitin’ for tomorrow/ It’s a long, long way home/ John Denverconsent. Rogers said that 80 per cent
Photos and story by Gary MacFadden
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The patients at Warm Springs, Mon
tana's state mental hospital, are com
monly referred to as nuts, insane,
mentally ill, or perhaps more correc
tly, emotionally disturbed.

homes because there are not an ade
quate number of good rest homes in
the state. Those that do have good
facilities have long waiting lists, he
said. The opportunities to place
geriatric patients outside Warm
Springs once they have been ad
mitted are few, he added.
According to Dr. Stanley Rogers,

Warm Springs superintendent, a
study was made at the hospital of
patients over the age of 65 who were
admitted for a six-month period from
Jan. 1,1973to the end of June. O f the
62 patients over 65-years-old ad
mitted during those six months, the
study showed that 50 per cent were
admitted directly out of nursing

Despite the public’s image of the
“ crazies" in Warm Springs, many do
not belong there. A significant
number of Warm Spring patients
would be much better off in rest
homes, foster homes o r living under
a guardian's care.

homes that considered them in
tolerable. Rogers said that the lack of
nursing home space in the state has
prompted the homes to refuse
patients who might prove difficult.
These patients end up in Warm
Springs.

Rogers said the state also runs an
institution in Lewistown called the
Montana Home for the Aged. This
nursing home accepts patients only
from the Warm Springs hospital, and
so represents another effort at get
ting geriatric patients out of Warm
Springs and into more suitable en
vironments.
However, the Lewistown rest home
has room for only 130 placements
according to Rogers, and these spots
are vacated in most cases by death.

"Some people don’t belong there at
all," a former Warm Springs student
volunteer said. "But a person has to
have somewhere to go when he or
she is discharged. Some patients get
confused when they go outside the
hospital. If no one asks for a patient's
release into their care, the patient
just stays at the hospital."

Rogers said that patients in Warm
Springs who may appear to be senile
or suffering from the effects of old
age might actually be quite d ifficult
when a consistent supply of drug
therapy is not available. He said that
patients have returned after being
placed in a rest home because they
become unruly again without the
correct administration of drugs.

Gregory Jacobs, director of social
services, and John Rosenleaf, as
sistant director of social services at
Warm Springs, said there is a con
tinuing effort made to place patients
in more suitable arrangements out
side of the hospital.

Rogers said that about 100 patients
could be relocated as geriatric
patieffts if the facilities were available
in the state.

Rosenleaf explained that the hospital
receives elderly people, or geriatric
cases, from rest homes around the
state when these people become
unruly or have behavioral problems.
After some care and treatment,
Rosenleaf said, the hospital attempts
to place the patients back into rest
homes.

Warm Springs has often been
criticized in the past for the
procedures involved in committing a
person to that institution. Rogers
pointed out that the hospital refers to
a case as a “commital" only if the
person does not sign admission
papers or have an appointed
guardian sign with the person’s

Jacobs said a problem arises when
trying to get the patients into rest

2105 So. Higgins

Cuisine Cantonese
Friendly service
Clean store
Coldest beverages in town
Complete line groceries
Garden-fresh produce
Sundries — Ice — Snacks
Near Campus

Of the remaining 20 per cent, about
half were Involuntarily committed
after a hearing, and the remaining 10
per cent were emergency com
mitments, transfers or people need
ing immediate hospital care.
State law requires a hearing before a
district court judge for involuntary
commitment. Two doctors must tes
tify that there are grounds for com
mital. Two witnesses also must tes
tify against the person.
Once the patient has been admitted
to the hospital at Warm Springs, they
are put in the receiving hospital.
There, tests and evaluations of the
patient are made. These tests are
often followed by treatment. An ef
fort is made to get the patients back
out o f the hospital and into the com
munity as quickly as possible. Supt.
Rogers said the majority of the ap
proximately 200 patients admitted to
the receiving hospital each month
leave Warm Springs within 40 days.
The emergency commitment act
states that a city, county or state
health official can sim ply sign an
order that places anyone into Warm
Springs.
Dr. Kit Johnson, city-county health
officer for Missoula, said that he
theoretically could commit anyone
for the trouble of getting a deputy to
drive the person to Warm Springs.
Johnson said he had used this
procedure only once in the several
R-3-

Tax Sheltered
Variable Annuities

OLSON’S GROCERY
—Compare—

of the approximately 1,125 patients
at Warm Springs were admitted
under voluntary status.

THE GOLDEN PHEA SA N T/BA MBOO VILLAGE'

Laurence E. LeClaire
Registered Insurance Broker
P. O. Box 1635
543-8242

Open 11:30 A.M. Daily
318 North Higgins

728-9953

D.A. Davidson & Co.

billiard
& beer parlor
3101 RUSSELL ST.
Picture of a man
about to make a mistake

- ALSO -

He’s shopping around fo r a diamond “ bargain,” but
shopping fo r “ price” alone isn’t the wise way to find
one. It takes a skilled professional and scientific instru
ments to judge the more im portant price determining
factors—Cutting, C olor and Clarity. As an AGS jewel
er, you can rely on our gemological training and ethics
to properly advise you on your next im portant diamond
purchase. Stop in soon and see our fine selection o f
gems she w ill be proud to wear.

DON L.

D avis

wio''
BEER — MUSIC — GAMES
FOOSBALL TOURNAM ENT SUNDAY AT 3:00
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years he has been city-council health
officer—in the case of an escaped
o u t-o f-s ta te m e n ta l p a tie n t.
However, the act was widely used in
past years, he said.
Supt. Rogers said that an emergency
commitment is good for only five
days. The hospital must get the
patient’s consent, a court com
mitment, or discharge the patient
within five days.
Johnson said that House Bill 528 was
introduced in the last legislative ses
sion which would help refine a review
process at Warm Springs. This
process would allow patients to go
before a board for review of their

case. Rosenleaf said there is curren
tly a review process at the hospital,
and that the bill would modify it.
Although the bill passed the House
without a dissenting yote, it was sent
to the Senate near the end of the ses
sion. The bill was placed on a list of
low-priority bills and later tabled.
Jacobs said the bill also dealt with,
civil rights through the commital
process. Presently, a patient who is
involuntarily committed to the hos
pital does not regain the rights of a
citizen for two years after leaving the
hospital unless a petition is made to a
district court judge. Yet, under the
new Montana constitution, con

victed criminals regain all rights
upon release from prison.
Every two weeks a group from the
Ark, the Christian campus center
under the direction of several cam
pus pastors, goes to the Warm
Springs hospital and visits patients in
several of the wards.
The students visit the recreation
rooms of several of the wards where
non-violent and geriatric patients are
staying.

for people to visit the hospital, for the
patients are cut off from the outside
world."

"We find it a useful kind of human
service," said the Rev. Dave Van
Dyck, pastor for the United Christian
Campus Fellowship. "There is a need

At first the task of starting a
conversation with one of the patients
is difficult. The patient may not make
any response to questions. In other
cases, the question, "How are you

today?” might
autobiography.

elicit

an

entire

Almost all the people this reporter
visited said they would be leaving
Warm Springs within two weeks.
Several other students visiting the
R-4-

NEED PARTS ?
MOTOR SUPPLY CO.
MISSOULA'S COMPLETE
A U T O PARTS CENTER
for
BRAND N E W CARS
an d OLDER MODELS Too

n ALL STARS!
All Star Values! A cordial invitation to all U of M
students! Special discounts & special prices on all
tapes, records, and sound equipment at Montana
Television-Appliance. Terms available.

D e lo o

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
W ALKEB

CA!

• Wrist
strap
for carrying, or
just tuck it in
your pocket.

TE TAPE RECORDER/PLAYER

• Comes com
plete with 9volt battery and
earphone.

n c /i
Model RZG102

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL
U of M STUDENTS

Model YZB526

$5995

420 No. Higgins
543-7141

• At home or on-the-move conven
ience—operates on house current or
fo ur "C " batteries. AC cord and bat
teries are included.
• Recording on /o ff switch on the
instrument, and also on the m icro
phone.
• Push-button controls include fast
forward and rewind.
• Features automatic
recording
level control, end o f tape shut-off
and cassette ejector.
• Accessories included: carrying
case, m icrophone w ith on /o ff switch,
mike stand and neck cord, earphone,
batteries and a blank cassette.

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

• A fabulous 3-piece 8-Track stereo
tape music system for your home.
• Two speaker enclosures, each with
an 8" speaker, can be separated up to
12 feet for optimum stereo effect.
• Separate bass, treble and stereo
balance controls.
• Automatic and manual track .selec
tion with track indicator.
• Vinyl-covered wood cabinets with
Walnut-grain finish.
Model YZD596
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your drug store at home
make yourself at home in our
DRUG STORE (STO ICK’S)
The following U of M students
have chosen Stoick’s Drug
THEY HAVE ALSO WON A FREE GIFT

★Sue Harris
★Margaret Haley
★ Kathy Woy
★Carol Holte
Students Above Stop In For Your
FREE GIFT!

STOICK
DRUG

Downtown 9 A.M.-10 P.M. Weekdays — Sun. 10 A.M .-9 P.M.
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they find out that the public really
wants those people there because
it's safer for everyone concerned.” ,

hospital heard the same statement
over and over.

' So the problem of unnecessary men
tal hospital patients remains. The
lack of nursing homes with complete
geriatric patient facilities is no one
person's fault. The fact that some
people do not hpve the money
available to support themselves in a
nursing home and end up in a mental
jn stitution for care and protection Is
no one’s fault.

An attendent said that most of the
patients that claimed they would be
leaving soon had been in the
institution for quite some t im e some as long as forty years. They
will not be leaving soon, he said.
A former student volunteer said that
some patients come back to Warm
Springs even after several weeks or
months outside.the hospital.

Despite a lack of money and
resources on the part of individuals
and the state, some people have
asked if there is just cause to lock
elderly people in a mental institution.

"They've become institutionalized,
and the outside becomes confusing
for them,” she said.
She said a big improvement would be
to get the geriatric patients out of the
w a rd s
b e fo re
th e y
a re
“ institutionalized.”
She said that people do not pay too
much attention to the hospital. They
feel sorry for the people sent there,
but then forget about them, she
added.

1

1

1

_

1

Z 1

"Reporters go into Warm Springs
every two o r three months and try to
make a splash,” she said. "They think
if only the people knew about some
of the conditions and the old people
kept there without a place to go,
there would be some changes. But

Others are trying to answer that
question. Hospital officials and
legislators are attem pti ng to keep the
geriatric population low at Warm
Springs. Recently, a conference on
mental health institutions was held at
Chico Hot Springs to discuss these
problems. Visits by the Ark groups
continue as more people get in
volved each trip.
The public is beginning to recognize
the problems in mental health.
Nevertheless, the elderly people who
do not belong at Warm Springs will
not be going home next week.

PRESENTS

A TEAC lo p e deck
isi?l o lope deck.
A TEAC reel-to-reel deck is a whole
’nother thing. It is a creative tool. A partner
in the creative process itself.
From our classic 2300S, to our 4-channel
3340S w ith its 8-input jacks and
Simul-Sync® that lets you overdub,
sweeten, echo, cross-echo and stack
tracks—there’s a TEAC in the family whose
creative configuration best suits your
particular creative bag.
Think of your TEAC as an extension of
yourself. Then open your head and explore
your personal world of sound.
You’ll be surprised at the beauty that’s there.
Or maybe you won't be. | | 9 $
J |O |> y

TEAC.

T h e leader. A lw ays has been.
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U M g eo lo g y professor s tu d yin g w arm spots on m o u n tain s
Warm spots on the slopes of dormant
volcanoes In the Cascade Mountains
and Central America are the subject
of studies by a University of Montana
geology professor.

Lange said. In a recent Montana
Kaimin interview, he said mud flows
are considered more dangerous than
lava flows because mud flows travel
farther and faster.

Ian Lange, assistant professor of
geology, started watching moun
tains in 1970. This past summer he
studied Mt. Rainier and Mt. St.
Helens in Washington, and Mt.
Shasta and Mt. Lassen in California.

A mud flow could go over dams or
break them, causing greater flooding
downstream, Lange said.

He has also studied live and dormant
volcanoes in Guatemala, Nicaragua
and El Salvador.
Lange and Jon Avent, a geology
professor from California State
University at Fresno, study moun
tains which are actually dormant
volcanoes for areas where the
surface temperature is warmer than
the rest of the mountain. These warm
spots could lead to mud slides, ac
cording to Lange, from melting snow
and ice.
Mud flows covering many square
miles have been found in many
valleys adjacent to Mt. Rainier,

In 1972, Lange and Avent discovered
one area on Mt. Rainier that is 4
degrees centigrade warmer than the
rest of the mountain at that elevation.
He said when a warm spot is dis
covered, it is monitored to see if the
temperature increases from year to
year.
Scientists do not know how quickly a
temperature increase inside a
dormant volcano shows on the
surface, Lange said. Hopefully, such
temperature changes would be
coupled with some sort of earth
tremors, he said, so scientists
monitoring the mountain would
know if it were on the verge of erup
ting.

Although they cannot predict mud
flows, geologists can delineate the
dangerous areas of a mountain side,
Lange said.

University. Their evaluations of some
of the mountains will be compared
with data gathered by Skylab, he
said.

and applied for a grant to buy his own
equipment.

Lange studies the mountains with
telescopic devices that sense
radiation and convert it elec
tronically into surface temperatures.
With his equipment, Lange said, he
probably could “ pick up someone
smoking a cigarette halfway across
campus.”

The mountains under study in the
Cascades are assumed dormant,
ratherthan extinct, volcanoes, Lange
said, because they have erupted
recently and are expected to do so
again. He said all the mountains
studied in the Cascades have
erupted in the last century, except
Mt. Shasta.

UM financed a trip he made to Cen
tral America last April. Lange’s work
in the Cascades in 1972 was paid for
by a grant from the National Park
Service. Before that, he said, he
financed his summer work.

Lange plans to return to Central
America this winter to study recently-dormant or still-active volcanoes
with geologists from Dartmouth

Possible events currently under con
sideration by Program Council for
Spring and Winter quarters include
bringing in Roller Derby on a
weekend in the winter and bringing
in the Ringling Brothers/Barnum and
Bailey Circus in the spring.
According to Dave Snyder, pop
concert coordinator, other possible
events include a Bluegrass Music
Festival as part of a Missoula Winter
Weekend Snow Festival, and a major
jazz presentation during the spring
Missoula Arts Festival.
Also in the planning stage are ski
trips to Schweitzer Basin in Idaho,
Gran Targe and Jackson Hole in
Wyoming, Banff in Canada and a trip

Studies are carried out in August and
September, when the snow pack is
lowest. Lange’s and Avent’s report
from 1972 was published in the most
recent issue of Science magazine.

Our Store Is Owned & Operated By Students
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Program Council plans events

Lange first became interested in
studying warm spots when he saw
the technique used in Guatemala,
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Bill Munoz, Program Council direc
tor, said a boat trip up the coast of
British Columbia in the spring is also
being considered.

★

Compound Interest

If Program Council can show a large
enough profit at the end of the school
year, Snyder said, it will sponsor a
free outdoor concert Spring Quarter.

Most stores carry 2 models and hope you like it. We are presently carrying 5 models and can fit the calculator
to you on a personal basis and at a huge discount. If we sold inferior merchandise then we would not be able
to appear on campus, therefore, we carry only the best.

to the National Hot Dog Ski Cham
pionships, Snyder said.
Six places are still available for the
“ Ski Utah” trip Nov. 21 through 25,
Snyder said. The $84 cost of the trip
includes transportation, accom
modations and lift tickets. Ad
ditional information is available in
the' Program Council offices.
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True Memory
(2 units in one)
OMNI-CONSTANT
(Automatic Cont.
with a brain)
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Special Discount
Prices to Students and
U of M Personnel

4th Annual Student

Christmas Charter
$180.00 Missoula-New York round trip
SEATS GOING FASTI
Departs Missoula Friday, December 14th—early pm
Departs New York Wednesday, January 2nd—early pm
Half Down by Nov. 1, Balance by Dec. 1

Call 549-6159 for reservations.

10% Discount
To All Students
On Styling Of
Hairpieces
And Wigs

If we can secure a larger p la n e fare will be reduced.
Call

WIDE
WORLD OF
TRAVEL

MA MARRIED
I^W
STUDENTS
“ WE NEED YOUR HELP!
T.G.I.F.*
•Thank Goodness It's Friday

SPECIAL

Bowling Leagues
Now forming at UC Lanes

25% Off

Long Skirts
Coats
THE LADYBUG
Open Til 9 Friday night
Caras Plaza 1533 South Ave. W.
543-5532

Missoula Steakout will be giving food away at such low
prices, it might as well be robbery.
Al and Diane Fehler, the new owners, will be selling tasty
charbroiled steaks at special grand opening prices.
—All shakes reduced 104—
—All soft drinks 2 for price of 1—
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

Hlway 93
Next to
Heidelhaus

DRIVE IN

MIXED 4-MEMBER TEAMS

EVERY FRIDAY

Recycled Jean
Hats and
Purses

Join the “Steakout”—
SEE A ROBBERY IN PROGRESS!

$1.50 per person
includes:
3 lines of bowling
Free Shoe Rental
Free Coffee
★Free On-campus *
Baby Sitter
(trained nursery
school attendant)

Call Rik Kelly
243-2733 for
full details

Meeting 7 pm
Friday at UC
Recreation Center

Datsun

LAND
ROVER

Authorized Sales and Service
We Service
ALL MAKES
o f Foreign
Cars

Ask About
Our 90 Day
Used Car
Warranty

240-2

Pickup

MISSOULA IMPORTS
2715 Highway 93 So.

549-5178

“ We Appreciate Your Business"
Friday, O ctober 26, 1973— 11

Surveys help to select lodge meals

g o in g s on
• Items for Goings On should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office. J 206, by 11 a.m. the
day preceding publication. No telephone calls will
be accepted. The Kaimin is not obligated to print all
items received. Items will be run once.

• Frank Donatelli, the National Ex
ecutive
D ire c to r
fo r Young
Americans for Freedom, will present
a lecture today at 3:10 p.m. in room
360J of the University Center. His
topic is A Morality in American
Politics: What is its source?
• A meeting to discuss possible ac
tion to bar the Central Intelligence
Agency from the UM campus w ill be
held today in room 360G of the

U n ive rsity C enter. C oncerned
students and faculty are asked to
attend.

• Rodeo Club w ill meet Monday at 5
p.m. in room 360I of the University
Center.

• A ir Force ROTC is accepting ap
plications from sophomores and
juniors fo r its two-year program. Ap
ply at the Men’s Gym, room 112.

• The Warm Springsvisitatlon group
w ill leave fo r W arm S pring s
tom orrow at 9 a.m. The group will
meet at the Ark before leaving. Those
going are asked to bring 50 cents for
transportation.

• The drama department is spon
soring a costume sale today from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the UC Mall. Full cos
tumes from all historical periods will
be on sale. The proceeds from the
sale will go to the Montana Masquer
Scholarship Fund.

• Arthur Andersen and Co. will be
recruiting on campus Nov. 6. They
are interested in interviewing ac
counting majors. For further in
formation check with the Career
Planning and Placement Services,
room 8 in Main Hall.

The variety o f meals at the Lodge is
determined in part by what types of
foods students w ill accept, Mike Nor
quest, assistant Food Service direc
tor, said yesterday.
The Food Service receives students’
food opinions through comments
they voice to Food Service em
ployees and from their remarks on
preference surveys, he said. Nor
quest said preference surveys permit
students who eat at the Lodge to rate
their favorite types of foods:
Norquest said other factors that
affect meal planning at the Lodge in
volve the availability of certain foods,
how efficiently different dishes can

PL-61

STEREO TURNTABLE

classified ads
First insertion (5 words per line).................................................................. ..................................... " one
Consecutive insertions....... ..................................... ............................................................... zu
No change in copy in consecutive insertion.
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.

1.

LOST AND FOUND

LOST: Y ellow sp iral notebook in LA
204. N eeded fo r M onday m idterm s.
Call 243-5144 o r 959 A ber.
17-lp
FOUND: (4) k eys on b lack le a th e r tie
w ith 2 beads a t top. 2 k ey s to GM
car, 1 v e ry sm all k ey . A ll silver.
Claim a t K aim in Office.
16-4f
FOUND: (2) keys on b raid ed lea th e r
chain. 1 gold, 1 silver. Claim a t
K aim in O f f i c e . 1 6 - 4 f
FOUND: Set o f keys (5), 2 keys to an
A m erican M otors car, p a r t of a nam e
R ich ard S chade- on inside. Black
le a th e r case. Claim a t K aim in Office.
__________________________________ 16-4f
FOUND: POCKET K N IFE w ith initials
SA. F o und across fro m clover field.
Claim a t IMS Office. A sk fo r Jim .
15-4f
FOUND: LADY'S SILVER W RISTWATCH in p a rk in g lo t b e h in d P e r 
sonnel Office. Claim a t Perso n n el
Office.__________________________15-4f
2. PERSONALS
TIM THOMPSON ON OCT. 31 fo r a
stro n g stu d e n t v ote on C en tral Board.
Use y o u r votin g priv ileg e o r don’t
com plain.______________________ 17-2p
WOMEN! V isit y o u r sisters from th e
th irties, a t th e C en ter A rt G allery.
T hrough Nov. 2.______________ 17-lc
ASUM needs DAN HJARTARSON on
C entral B oard.
17-lp
DEAR BRANTLY GHOST: H ave trie d
to reach you. W here a re you. W heree v e r you are , h ang in th ere.
17-lp
CENTRAL BOARD n eeds DAN H JA RTARSON!______________________ 17-lp
MEXICO. R egister h e re , stu d y th e re
S p rin g Q u arter. Contact Dr. B rett,
LA 317, fo r details an d application
form s.17-2c
RICHARD NIXON: If you a re n o t im 
peach ed o r forced to resign, w e w ill
a tte n d y o u r CORONATION. You
w ill h av e earn ed it—you BASTARD!
S. B aker, A. B ourdeau, T. Felt, D.
H jartarso n , F. H oefler._________ 16-2p
WORK w ith th e L egislature. F ig h t th e
b u d g et cru n ch . Jim M urray for
C e n tral Board. O ctober 31.
16-3p
ELECT Jim Foster. CB Delegate. 16-3p
EXECUTIVE AVIATION.
call 549-0633.

ro o t Music, 200 S. 3rd W.
_________________________________ 10-fp
HUMONGOUS COSTUME SALE lu st in
tim e fo r H allow een! Full costumes!
D ifferen t periods! Good tric k s an d
tre a ts fo r all! UC Mall, 10-5, F riday,
Oct. 26.
14-4C

UNPLANNED

G IRL TO W ORK n in e a.m . to one
p.m . w eekdays as sales clerk. $1.60
p e r h o u r starting. Call Jim , 543-3287.

h o u rs w ork a t th e beginning o f the
sem ester. INTERNATIONAL MAR
K ETING SERVICE, 519 G lenrock,
6. JOBS AVAILABLE
WOULD LIK E responsible young w om 
an in hom e. Room provided—tr a n s 
p o rtation necessary. F o r a p p ointm ent
phone 549-2402._________________16-3p
CENTER COURSE INSTRUCTORS in
hobbies, crafts, re c re a tio n a n d selfim provem ent courses needed fo r w in
te r q u a rte r. A pply UC 105 by Nov.
1st.____________________________ 15-3c
VETERANS: $9,080.00, th a t’s th e bread
fo r an A ir F orce “Second B alloon” .
It's $10,280.00 if th e balloon can also
fly. In terested? F ind o u t a bout our
tw o -y e a r program , AFROTC, Old
M en's G
y m
, 1 5 - 3 p
8. SERVICES
FIREWOOD, large
728-1307.13-13p

$15.00.

FAST, ACCURATE TY PIN G 542-2034.
17-lp
THESIS AND GENERAL TYPING. Will
pickup and deliver. 273-2795. 12-17p
BEST BARGAIN TY PIN G 728-1395.
5-35p
RUSH TYPING 549-8074._________ 4-36p
10.

TRANSPORTATION

RIDE NEEDED to CLEARWATER
Ju nction, tonight. Call Sandi, 2434931 — (1-5 p jn .).______________17-lp
RIDE NEEDED to BILLINGS. Friday
afternoon. Call P alm a 728-6232. 16-2p
11. CLOTHING
ALTERATIONS: 305 Connell.

8-32p

12. FOR SALE
35 m m YASHICA CAMERA — F lash
549-8415. Wool Midi N aval C oat —
549-8415.________________________17-lp
FREE IRONS, fre e dinners, plus sale
prices on H oover porta b le la u n d ry
units. In-sto re d em onstration W ednesday through Saturday.______ 16-2c
HEAD KILLY SKIS 210 cm. Good
shape. $75.00. Call D onna 549-6922.
16-4p
FOR SALE VW BUS SNOW tire s
mounted. $15 each. 549-5057. 16-3p
HEAD DOW NHILL JACKET, Size
Med. U sed only 3 tim es. $45. R egular
ly $80. 243-2659.
16-4p
EIG H T TRACK PLAYER - recorder,
tu n e r, tu rn ta b le & speakers. Cheap.
728-3178 evenings a n a w eekends. Ask
fo r D an.
14-5p
13.

PREGNANCY

tru c k lo a d

9. TYPING

4-36b

CENTER GALLERY a tte n d a n t needed.
10 h o u rs p e r w eek, apply UC 105.
17-lc

'69 DODGE SUPERBEE autom atic trans.
P /S , P /B air. Sm all e q u ity an d as
sum e paym ents. See a t 740 Speed
w ay.
17-lp

549-7721, Jo e M oran, 549-3385.

COMFORT!! '59 CADDIE double fan.
he a te r, e x cellent in te rio r, w orking
accessories. $95.00. Call K a th y 7286435.
___________________ 16-2p
FOR SALE GS CHEVY PIC K -U P. N ew
engine — tire s. $500.00. C ontact B rad
W elcome. 2400 L ester.__________ 15-3p
1958 CADILLAC executive lim ousine,
8 passenger, 39,0000 a c tu a l m iles, a ir
cond., pow er steering, A -l cond.,
$2500. Call 543-3473 a f te r 6:00 p.m .
14-5p

N o rq ue st said if fu n d s were
available, he would attempt to make
kitchen facilities more efficient and
dining rooms more convenient. He
said present kitchen equipment is
'good but it could be modernized to
eliminate labor that is now done by
hand. Dining rooms could be
remodeled to ease crowding and in
convenience, he said.

ffi r i o m e e r *

A complete departure from the
conventional tu rnta ble, the
PL-61 changes speed electron
ically rather than mechanically
for absolute precision and ac
curacy. It uses a high torque
brushless DC servo Hall motor
combined with a precise beltdrive system. The result is the
lowest possible vibration and
distortion. Wow and flutter is
less than .05%. Other features:
“ S-shaped” high sensitive,
static balance tonearm . . .
magnetic anti-skating control
. . . pushbutton oil-damped
tonearm elevator . . . strobescope engraved on outer rim
of platter . . . 1214" dynamic
ally balanced, aluminum alloy
die cast turntable platter . . .
33% & 45 rpm speeds . . .
tinted, hinged dust cover . . .
oiled walnut base. $299.95

14. BICYCLES FOR SALE
10-speed N ISH IK I OLYMPIAD, 26”,
$90. 543-5019 a fte r 5 p.m.______ 16-2p
15. MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1972 KAW ASAKI 350. P hone 549-0229.
17-3p
16. W A N T E D TO B U Y

COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS, hardcover,
paperback, new or used. Book Bank,
540 D aly, 1025 A rth u r._________ 13-27p
18. FOR RENT
ROOMS: m ale only, furnished, utilities
paid, kitc h e n privileges, w asherdryer. $50. A cross from U niversity.
728-2837,________________________16-2p
GARAGE fo r sm all A m erican o r foreign
car. 420 E ast F ront. $12.50/mo. W rite
M ike M cKee, Box 1068, H am ilton or
call 363-4647 a fte r 5 p.m.______ 15-7p
W ANTED: Serious g ra d stu d e n t to
sh a re a p t. a t A lpha E ast. Call 5437446.
14-5p

PL-51
STEREO TURNTABLE
By combining a platter that is
connected directly to a DC
servo motor and- rotates elec
tronically, rather than mechani
cally, speed is always precise
and wow, flutter and rumble are
virtually eliminated. Also fea
tures: electronic speed control;
featherweight S-shaped tubular
tonearm; magnetic anti-skating
control; pushbutton, oil damped
cueing control; stroboscope;
12%-inch dynamically balanced
die cast platter; hinged dust
cover; walnut base; 33% — 45
rpm speeds. $249.95

20. PETS
W ANTED: MALE ST. BERNARD fo r
stud. 728-2620._________________17-3p
IRISH SETTER PU P, fem ale — $45 —
728-6169._______________________ 17-3p
MIXED LAB, only 4 m onths. FREE,
playful, house tra in e d . 728-7231.
BEAGLE needs good hom e. M ake of
fe r. 728-7231.
16-2f
21. MISCELLANEOUS
BEFORE YOU START FLIG H T TRAIN
ING a tte n d o u r revolving ground
schools. A erodynam ics, m eteorology,
navigation, a irc ra ft know ledge and
o th e r a reas a re p re sented separately.
A tte n d one or all. Call 543-8361 fo r
schedule.
16-4p
BUSINESS STATISTICS books needed.
T itle : Statistics f o r Decisions. A u thor:
T hom pson. B uy o r borrow . 243-4762.
16-6p
DANCE CLASSES — E lenita B row n —
In te rn a tio n a lly tra in e d - B allet C h a ra c te r - M odern - Spanish - A fri
c an - Jazz. 728-1683 o r 1-777-5956.
10-30p

IT PAYS
TO
|; ADVERTISE
j
IN THE
{ MONTANA
KAIMIN
g 6800 Circulation
Serving an
Audience
With An
Annual Payroll
o f Almost
$18 Million
243-6541
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Food is purchased fo r the Food
Service on a m onthly basis from
companies who can supply needed
items at the lowest cost, Norquest
said.

PL-A35
STEREO TURNTABLE

Ofi p i o n e e r ”

Here’s precision operation
whether you play it manually or
automatically. In automatic op
eration, you never have to touch
the tonearm. Features include:
automatic lead in & shut off;
continuous repeat play; antiskate control; gentle, 2-way oil
damped cueing; 2 motors, in
cluding 4-pole synchronous,
belt-drive motor; 12-inch dynam
ically balanced die cast platter;
static-balanced S-shaped tubu
lar tonearm; plug-in shell; tint
ed, hinged dust cover; walnut
base; 33% — 45 rpm speeds.
$149.95

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

•69 JAGUAR 4.2; '67 Chev CAMARO,
4-spd; '68 SU PER SPORT, 4-spd;
728-4483 a fte r 6:00 p.m . A ll 1-ow ner
cars.
17-7p

4. HELP WANTED

10-speed GITANE, $70, 728-9748, Rob.

be prepared and the cost of ob
taining different food items.

fliQ p io n e e r
P L-12D

STEREO TURNTABLE
Despite its simplified 2-control
operation, this versatile unit
contains a high degree of so
phistication with advanced fea
tures like: 4-pole, belt-driven
synchronous motor; static-bal
anced S-shaped tonearm; ultra
light tracking; oil damped cue
ing; anti-skating control; 12-inch
dynamically-balanced die cast
platter; walnut base, hinged
d u s t c o v e r; 33% — 45 rpm
speeds. $99.95

Electronic Parts
1030 South Ave. W.
“Across From The Fairgrounds”

